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Summer Reading Journals 
AP English Literature and Composition 

 
Students entering AP English Literature and Composition are required to read The Road by Cormac McCarthy 
plus one additional book from the school-wide summer reading list. While you’re reading, you should be 
practicing the active reading habits that you will be honing throughout the course, which means thinking 
carefully about the book and recording your ideas. To that end, you will be required to write journal entries 
about one of your summer reading books. The journals will also help you to develop your ideas for an AP-
style in-class essay that you will write during the first week of class. 
 
 

Journal Prompts 
Please choose only four of the prompts to write on. You will not receive extra credit for writing additional 
journal entries. These should be typed up and will be due on Canvas on the first day of class. Each entry 
should be a single paragraph between 150-250 words in length. 
 
 
Prompt A: Character 
Kurt Vonnegut once wrote, “Every character should want something, even if it is only a glass of water.” 
Describe the main character of the story and what they want, what drives them. Why are they impelled by 
this, and what are the consequences of this desire? 
 
Prompt B: Setting 
Where does the story take place? How is the environment of the story described, and how does setting 
contribute to the overall meaning of the novel? 
 
Prompt C: Symbolism 
Are there any significant or recurring objects or ideas in the story that have a meaning apart from themselves? 
What are they, how are they depicted, and what do they represent? 
 
Prompt D: Contrasts 
Can you identity any pairs of contrasting story elements in the novel? These could be two characters, settings, 
plot lines, symbols, etc. that are presented as being in opposition. What important idea is emphasized by their 
differences? 
 
Prompt E: Theme 
What is one overarching theme that can be seen in the novel? How is that theme developed, and does it 
reveal any sort of universal truth? 

 
Prompt F: Favorite Quote 
Choose a particularly memorable quote from the novel. What does it mean, how does it contribute to the 
overall meaning of the novel, and what made it stand out to you? 
 
 
 
 
Alternative Novels: 
If you’d prefer, you may write your journal entries and in-class essay on one of the following books from the 
summer reading list: Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead, Gilead by Marilynne Robinson, or All the Light 
We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr. Note that if you choose to write on one of these alternative novels, you are 
still required to read The Road. 
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Writing Your Prompts 
It may be helpful to think of each journal entry as body paragraphs from a larger essay on the novel. The first 
sentence is a topic sentence that answers the prompt and the rest of the entry should provide evidence and 
analysis of the text to prove your point. The best responses will meet (maybe even slightly exceed) the word 
count, provide a thoughtful answer that doesn’t just re-phrase the prompt, use ample and accurate textual 
evidence to support the topic sentence, offer interesting analysis into the text’s meaning, and be written with 
proper academic language. 
 
Grading and Formatting 
Each journal entry will be graded out of 10 points for a total of 40 points. Journal entries should be typed up 
in one Word doc following standard MLA formatting: double spaced, Times New Roman size-12 font. 
Before each journal entry, please type which prompt you’re addressing (e.g., Prompt A: Character). You 
should upload your journal to Canvas by the end of the first day of class. If you’re unsure how to do this, 
instructions will be provided in class. 

 


